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Key Points:30

• The entry, descent and landing of Mars 2020 (NASA’s Perseverance Rover) will31

act as a seismic source on Mars32

• We evaluate the detectability of the acoustic (atmospheric) and elastodynamic seis-33

mic (ground) signals34

• We predict the acoustic signal will not likely be detectable by InSight, but the seis-35

mic signal may be.36
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Abstract37

The entry, descent, and landing (EDL) sequence of NASA’s Mars 2020 Perseverance rover38

will act as a seismic source of known temporal and spatial localization. We evaluate whether39

the signals produced by this event will be detectable by the InSight lander (3452 km away),40

comparing expected signal amplitudes to noise levels at the instrument. Modeling is un-41

dertaken to predict the propagation of the acoustic signal (purely in the atmosphere),42

the seismoacoustic signal (atmosphere-to-ground coupled), and the elastodynamic seis-43

mic signal (in the ground only). Our results suggest that the acoustic and seismoacous-44

tic signals, produced by the atmospheric shockwave from the EDL, are unlikely to be45

detectable due to the pattern of winds in the martian atmosphere and the weak air-to-46

ground coupling, respectively. However, the elastodynamic seismic signal produced by47

the impact of the spacecraft’s cruise balance masses on the surface may be detected by48

InSight. The upper and lower bounds on predicted ground velocity at InSight are 2.0×49

10−14 ms−1 and 1.3×10−10 ms−1. The upper value is above the noise floor at the time50

of landing 40% of the time on average. The large range of possible values reflects uncer-51

tainties in the current understanding of impact-generated seismic waves and their sub-52

sequent propagation and attenuation through Mars. Uncertainty in the detectability also53

stems from the indeterminate instrument noise level at the time of this future event. A54

positive detection would be of enormous value in constraining the properties of the mar-55

tian atmosphere, crust, and mantle as well as in improving our understanding of impact-56

generated seismic waves.57

Plain Language Summary58

When it lands on Mars, NASA’s Perseverance Rover will have to slow down rapidly59

to achieve a safe landing. In doing this, it will produce a sonic boom and eject two large60

balance masses which will hit the surface at very high speed. The sonic boom and bal-61

ance mass impacts will produce seismic waves which will travel away from Perseverance’s62

landing site. Here we evaluate whether these seismic waves will be detectable by instru-63

ments on the InSight lander (3452 km away). We predict that the waves from the bal-64

ance mass impacts may be detectable. If the waves are recorded by InSight, this would65

represent the first detection of ground motion generated by a seismic source on Mars at66

a known time and location. This would be of enormous value in advancing our under-67

standing of the structure and properties of Mars’ atmosphere and interior as well as in68

improving our understanding of impact-generated seismic waves.69

1 Introduction70

1.1 Motivation71

NASA’s Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Trans-72

port (InSight) mission landed on Mars’ Elysium Planitia in November 2018, and since73

then has detected a number of ‘marsquake’ events which are thought to be geologicaltec-74

tonic in origin (Banerdt et al., 2020).75

InSight faces a number of peculiar challenges associated with single-station seis-76

mology (Panning et al., 2015). Without independent constraints on source properties,77

robust seismic inversions are more challenging than they would be on Earth. Impact events78

(where meteoroids hit the planet’s surface) offer an opportunity to overcome some of these79

challenges as they can be photographically constrained in location, size and timing from80

orbital images. In theory, this should allow a positive impact detection to be used as81

‘calibration’ for other seismic measurements.82

However, no impact events have yet been conclusively detected and identified by83

InSight, despite pre-landing expectations that impacts would make a significant contri-84
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bution to martian seismicity (Daubar et al., 2018). A meteorite impact which formed85

a new 1.5 m impact crater only 37 km from InSight in 2019 was not detected (Daubar86

et al., 2020).87

A number of possible reasons may explain the absence of impact detections thus88

far. These include uncertainties in the impactor flux entering Mars’ atmosphere (Daubar89

et al., 2013) and in the seismic efficiency (the fraction of impactor kinetic energy con-90

verted into seismic energy) of ground impacts that form metre-scale craters (Wójcicka91

et al., 2020), as well as high ambient noise through much of the day, which makes de-92

tecting faint signals challenging. Should a seismic signal excited by an impact be detected,93

distinguishing it from tectonic events remains challenging due to intense scattering in94

the shallow crust of Mars (see van Driel et al. (2019) or Daubar et al. (2020) for further95

discussion).96

If a seismic signal recorded by InSight could be identified as impact-generated, con-97

clusive attribution to a particular spatial and temporal location would require identifi-98

cation of a new crater on the surface. Sparse orbital imaging coverage of the martian sur-99

face at the required resolution, coupled with large error bounds on event distance and100

azimuth estimations (e.g. Giardini et al. (2020)), make this extremely challenging. This101

The use of orbital imagery also excludes seismic offers no information about seismic or in-102

frasonic signals induced by those impactors which either burn up or explode in the at-103

mosphere as airburst events (Stevanović et al., 2017) and do not form new craters.104

These challenges may be overcome by using as seismic sources the Entry, Descent,105

and Landing (EDL) sequences of objects with known entry ephemerides (meaning a106

priori calculated or independently constrained entry/re-entry timings and locations.107

On Mars, a very limited number of events with known atmospheric entry ephemerides, and therefore a108

priori known times and locations. The Mars 2020 mission, landing in February 2021, offers109

an opportunity for this possible measurement.110

1.2 Terrestrial and lunar context111

Spacecraft re-entering the atmosphere are comparatively common on Earth.112

These have trajectories which are often known prior to their arrival, meaning that113

seismic observation campaigns can be planned in advance. This has been done for a114

variety of spacecraft, including the Apollo command capsules (Hilton & Henderson,115

1974), the Space Shuttle (Qamar, 1995; de Groot-Hedlin et al., 2008), Hayabusa-1116

(Ishihara et al., 2012), Genesis (ReVelle et al., 2005) and Stardust (ReVelle & Ed-117

wards, 2007). In these cases, seismic and infrasonic data were used to study the entry118

dynamics of the spacecraft in question, for example the mechanics of energy dissipation119

into the atmosphere.120

Naturally occurring impact events on Earth may not have trajectories which121

are known in advance, but their flight paths may be independently reconstructed from122

photographic evidence (e.g. Devillepoix et al. (2020)) or the recovery of fragments. Ex-123

amples include the Carancas impact which occured in Peru in 2007 (Le Pichon et al.,124

2008; Tancredi et al., 2009) and the Chelyabinsk airburst in Russia in 2013 (Borovička125

et al., 2013). In such studies, seismic and infrasonic measurements (Tauzin et al., 2013;126

de Groot-Hedlin & Hedlin, 2014) are used to study both the entry dynamics and also127

the properties of the meteoroids themselves, for example radii, masses, and rates of128

ablation.129

On Earth the density of seismic stations and frequency of tectonic events means130

that impacts are not needed for calibration purposes. However, the Apollo Seismic131

Experiment did use artificial impacts for calibration on the moon (Nakamura et al.,132

1982). In this case, the sources were the impacts of the spent upper stages of the Sat-133

urn V rockets or derelict Lunar Modules with the lunar surface, which were detected134
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by a network of seismometers deployed by the Apollo astronauts. These events had a135

known time and location of impact, enabling exact identification of travel times and136

ray propagation paths for the resulting seismic waves to be made.137

1.3 Extension of these methods to Mars138

On Mars, spacecraft entering the atmosphere are rare. The presence of an at-139

mosphere complicates modelling of impact processes as compared to the lunar case140

(Nunn et al., 2020), and the entirely different surface and atmospheric compositions141

mean terrestrial analogues are not directly applicable either (Lognonné et al., 2016).142

Specifically, the presence of a dry, weakly cohesive surface regolith layer on Mars is143

expected to reduce the seismic efficiency of impacts as compared to Earth (Wójcicka144

et al., 2020), whilst the high CO2 concentration in the atmosphere attenuates high-145

frequency acoustic signals much more rapidly on Mars than on Earth (Williams, 2001;146

Lognonné et al., 2016; Bass & Chambers, 2001).147

The landing of NASA’s Mars 2020 Rover (Perseverance) on February 18, 2021 will148

beis the first time that an EDL event has occurred on Mars during the lifetime of the149

InSight lander. This paper informs the first ever attempted EDL detection on surface150

of another planet. InSight’s potential to detect EDL sequences has, however, proved a source of151

inspiration in the popular media (Away, Season 1, Episode 8 , 2020).152

The few that do occur are the entry, descent, and landing (EDL) sequences of human-made153

spacecraft. Whilst such detections have previously been achieved on Earth (de Groot-Hedlin et al.,154

2008), and spacecraft impact signals have been used as exemplar seismic sources on the Moon (Nunn155

et al., 2020)156

no seismic detection of an EDL on another planet has ever occurred157

Seismic signals from EDL events are of significant interest from a seismological point of view.158

If detected, seismic signals from EDL events they would enable us to both better constrain159

the seismic efficiency and impact processes for those bodies which strike the surface (as the incoming160

mass, velocity and angle are all known). would enable us to place substantially better con-161

straints on the seismic efficiency of small impacts on Mars (for those parts of the EDL162

apparatus which strike the surface) and the generation of seismic waves by impacts.163

An artificial impact also confers the advantage that the impactor mass, velocity,164

radius, and angle of flight with respect to the ground are all known to within a high165

degree of precision well in advance, and post-landing return of flight trajectory data166

and imaging of the resultant craters can provide further constraints (Bierhaus et al.,167

2013).168

they A positive detection would also be of substantial benefit to planetary geophysics169

more generally, enabling us to calibrate the source and structural properties derived from170

other marsquake events which do not have a priori known source parameters. A neg-171

ative detection would also be useful, enabling us to place upper bounds on these signals’172

amplitudes and hence to better constrain the scaling relationships used to predict the173

amplitudes of seismic waves from impact events.174

Finally, we also hope that the workflow developed here to evaluate the seismic de-175

tectability of EDL signals will be of use in future planetary seismology missions.176

The next EDL sequence to occur on Mars will be that of NASA’s Mars 2020 (Perseverance)177

rover on February 18, 2021, which is the focus of this paper.We aim to estimate the amplitudes of178

the seismic signals this will produce at InSight’s location, and hence estimate their detectability.179
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1.4 The Mars 2020 EDL Sequence: parameters180

Perseverance’s landing is targeted for approximately 15:15 Local True Solar Time181

(LTST) on February 18, 2021. This corresponds to 18:55 LTST at InSight (4.50◦N, 135.62◦E),182

or roughly 20:55 UTC on Earth. The centre of the 10 km by 10 km landing ellipse is within183

Jezero Crater at 18.44◦N, 77.50◦E (Grant et al., 2018). At atmospheric interface (125 km184

altitude), the spacecraft’s entry mass is 3350 kg and the heat shield is 4.5 m in diam-185

eter. At this point the spacecraft’s velocity is approximately 19,200 km/h, and it is186

accelerating.187

This is a distance of 3452 km nearly due west from InSight. During descent the space-188

craft trajectory is along an entry azimuth trajectory of approximately 100◦ (Figs. 1 and189

3a), or pointing eastward (azimuth 105◦) and directed almost exactly towards InSight.190

Two portions of the EDL sequence are likely to produce strong seismic signals. The191

first is the period during which the spacecraft is generating a substantial Mach shock as192

it decelerates in the atmosphere, and the second is the impact of the spacecraft’s two Cruise193

Mass Balance Devices (CMBDs) on the surface.194

note that six smaller balance masses which impact at much lower velocities are not appreciable195

seismic sources and are not considered in this paper).196

The spacecraft will generate a sonic boom during descent, from the time at which197

the atmosphere is dense enough for substantial compression to occur (an altitudes around198

100 km and below), until the spacecraft’s speed becomes sub-sonic, just under 3 minutes199

prior to touchdown. The maximum deceleration will be at around 30 km altitude. This200

sonic boom will rapidly decay into a linear acoustic wave, with some of its energy strik-201

ing the surface and undergoing seismoacoustic conversion into elastodynamic seismic waves,202

whilst some energy remains in the atmosphere and propagates as infrasonic pressure waves.203

The second part of the EDL sequence which will generate a seismic signal is the204

impacts of the CMBDs on the ground. The CMBDs are dense, 77 kg unguided tung-205

sten blocks which are jettisoned high in the EDL sequence (around 1,450 km altitude).206

Due to their high ballistic coefficients, they are expected to undergo very limited decel-207

eration before impact. Based on simulations and data from the Mars Science Laboratory/Curiosity208

Rover’s EDL in 2012 (Bierhaus et al., 2013) and simulations of the Mars 2020 EDL,209

the CMBD impacts are is expected to occur at about 4000 m/s, less than 100 km from210

the spacecraft landing site, and at an impact angle of about 10◦ elevation from the hor-211

izontal plane (Bierhaus et al., 2013).212

In the case of Curiosity, the CMBDs formed several craters between 4 and 5 m in213

diameter, and the separation between CMBDs or their resulting fragments was no more214

than 1 km at impact (Bierhaus et al., 2013), implying a difference in impact time of less215

than 1 second between them.216

It should be noted that the CMBDs are not the only parts of the EDL hardware217

which will experience an uncontrolled impact. The heat shield, backshell and descent218

stage are also expected to reach the surface intact. However, in an optimal landing219

scenario these are expected to be at sub-sonic speeds (less than 100 ms−1 for masses220

of 440, 600, and 700 kg respectively). Six smaller 25 kg balance masses are also ejected221

much closer to the surface, and at considerably lower speeds. As such, no other com-222

ponent of the EDL hardware impacting the surface is expected to produce a seismic223

signal of comparable magnitude to the CMBD impact.224

1.5 Aims225

There is a clear scientific case for ‘listening’ for Perseverance’s landing using In-226

Sight’s instruments. Doing this requires comprehensive modelling of the propagation227
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the seismic signals produced by the Mars 2020 EDL

sequence (not to scale). Numbered features are: (1) the atmospheric acoustic signal, (2) the cou-

pled seismoacoustic signal, and (3) the seismic signal propagating in the ground. The thickest

airborne black lines represent non-linear shockwaves, decaying to weakly non-linear (thin black

lines) and finally linear acoustic waves (thin gray lines). Surface waves, which on Mars do not

appear to propagate at teleseismic distances, are not shown here. Black lines with single arrow-

heads represent body waves. The spacecraft’s trajectory at entry is eastward along an azimuth

of 100◦, almost exactly pointing toward InSight, i.e. the two panels are angled toward each other

at nearly 180◦, but are shown as they are here to acknowledge remaining uncertainties in the

exact entry trajectory which exist at the time of writing. Note that this figure shows all three

potential sources of seismic signal, and is not intended to suggest that these all reach InSight at

detectable amplitudes.

of such signals (both in the atmosphere and in the solid ground) from Perseverance’s228

landing site to InSight, in order to estimate signal amplitudes and travel times. This229

paper presents this modelling work, which is being used to inform the configuration of230

InSight’s instruments in advance of the landing.231

2 Methodology232

To assess their detectability at InSight, we consider three aspects distinct types of233

signals generated by Perseverance’s EDL. Each of these represents wave propagation234

in a different medium or combination thereof: atmosphere, coupled atmosphere-ground,235

and ground. Corresponding to the labels in Fig. 1, these are:236

1. Acoustic signal: A linear, acoustic wave propagating in the atmosphere as an in-237

frasonic (low frequency, <20 Hz) pressure wave, generated by the decay of the sonic238

boom produced during descent. The modelling methodology for this portion of239

the signal is presented in section 2.1, and the results in section 3.1.240

2. Coupled seismoacoustic signal: A coupled air-to-ground wave, produced by the241

sonic boom, or its linear decay product, impinging upon the surface and creating242

elastodynamic body waves. On Earth, this would usually produce detectable sur-243

face waves too - however on Mars these are rapidly scattered away to non-detectable244

levels and hence are not depicted here. Methodology and results are in sections245

2.2 and 3.2 respectively.246
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3. Elastodynamic signal: An elastodynamic wave (‘conventional’ seismic wave) trav-247

elling in the solid part of the planet, excited by the impact of the CMBDs. Method-248

ology and results are in sections 2.3 and 3.3 respectively.249

In addition to the CMBDs, various other parts of the EDL hardware will impact the sur-250

face, including the heat shield, backshell and descent stage. However, in an optimal landing scenario251

these are expected to be at sub-sonic speeds (less than 100 ms−1 for masses of 440, 600, and 700 kg252

respectively) and as such will not produce seismic signals of comparable magnitude to the CMBD253

impact.254

2.1 Acoustic signal: Source and propagation255

The shockwave produced by the hypersonic deceleration of the spacecraft will rapidly256

decay through viscous frictional processes into a linear acoustic wave. The resultant acous-257

tic (pressure) waves will propagate in the atmosphere following paths determined by the258

atmospheric structure. The amplitude of any potential signal at the location of InSight259

is determined by the decay of the signal with increasing distance; due to attenuation in260

the atmosphere, transmission into the ground, and geometrical spreading.261

2.1.1 Signal amplitudes262

The spacecraft is treated as a cylindrical line source, which is justified on the263

grounds that the opening angle of the Mach cone is small at hypersonic velocities.264

Solving the weak shock equations (ReVelle, 1976; Edwards, 2009; Silber et al., 2015),265

with additional calculations based upom Varnier et al. (2018), enables us to estimate266

the energy dissipated into the atmosphere by the spacecraft’s entry with increasing267

distance from its trajectory line.268

As per the weak shock theory and sonic boom formulations of the above literature269

sources, the overpressure decreases with increasing distance from the source as x−3/4
270

and the source wave period increases as x1/4; where x = r
R0

is the distance from the271

line source r, normalised by the blast wave relaxation radius (R0). R0 is the distance272

from the line source at which the overpressure approaches the ambient atmospheric273

pressure, and for a spherical source is approximately equal to the impactor diameter274

multiplied by its Mach number.275

The calculations account for the gradual nature of the transition between a276

weakly non-linear and fully linear propagation regime; but do not include attenua-277

tion (this is discussed further in Sec 4).278

As discussed further below, acoustic energy in the atmosphere may be trapped279

in waveguide layers, which enable low-attenuation long-distance propagation of atmo-280

spheric waves. The decay in amplitude with increasing distance from the source r for281

waves propagating within a waveguide is poorly constrained, with both terrestrial and282

martian predictions falling into a range between r−1 and r−1.5 (Martire et al., 2020;283

Ens et al., 2012). If acoustic waves are trapped within a waveguide, these scaling laws284

enable us to predict their amplitude far from the source.285

2.1.2 Wave trajectories286

The acoustic wave trajectories are modelled using the WASP (Windy Atmospheric287

Sonic Propagation) software (Dessa et al., 2005). The propagation medium is a strat-288

ified atmosphere parameterised using a 1D effective sound speed (Garcia et al., 2017).289

This effective sound speed accounts for the presence of directional waveguides in the mar-290

tian atmosphere at certain times of day, caused by wind. Wind effects are therefore fully291

resolved within this model. Such waveguides can potentially enable long-distance prop-292
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agation of an infrasonic signal in the direction of the wind. However, atmospheric waveg-293

uides are comparatively rarer than on Earth and exist only in the presence of winds,294

unlike on Earth where temperature inversions may create waveguides without wind295

(Garcia et al. (2017), Martire et al. (2020)).296

The adiabatic sound speed and horizontal wind speed along the great circle prop-297

agation path from Mars 2020 to InSight are computed from the Mars Climate Database298

(Millour et al., 2015), accounting for the variation in local time as the signal propagates at the299

time and location of Perseverance’s landing remove, early evening at InSight). Supple-300

ment Fig. S32 shows the variation in effective sound speed with azimuthtoward and away301

from InSight, highlighting that the effects of the wind are highly directional.302

The atmospheric dust content, which significantly influences globalmartian wind and303

weather patterns through changes in opacity, is chosen as an average for the solar lon-304

gitude Ls =5◦ (northern spring) season, in which dust storms are anyhow rare (Montabone305

et al., 2015).306

Weather perturbations may cause second-order changes in the atmospheric con-307

ditions (Banfield et al., 2020), but would not change the overall dynamics of acoustic wave308

propagation considered here. Regardless, in general the martian atmosphere in the equa-309

torial regions in the northern spring is typically predictable in its meteorology (Spiga et310

al., 2018).311

Infrasonic signals, if at detectable levels, would could be recorded directly by In-312

Sight’s APSS (Auxiliary Payload Sensor Suite) instrument (Banfield et al., 2019); or in-313

directly by InSight’s SEIS (Seismic Experiment for Interior Structure) instrument314

(Lognonné et al., 2019). The former records the actual atmospheric pressure pertur-315

bation, whilst the latter detects the compliance-induced displacement of the ground316

by atmospheric overpressure or underpressure.317

2.2 Coupled seismoacoustic signal318

The impactincidence of the linear acoustic waves from the atmosphere (the prod-319

ucts of the decaying shockwave) hittingupon the surface will excite elastodynamic (i.e.320

body and surface) waves in the solid ground. The other crucial The dominant parame-321

ters in determining the amplitude of the elastodynamic waves in the solid ground isare322

the air-to-ground coupling factor (which is a transmission coefficient), and the value of323

the overpressure at the surface.324

Using the method of Sorrells et al. (1971), we estimate the air-to-ground coupling325

factor by modelling the intersection of a planar acoustic wave with a regolith-like tar-326

get material, with a density of 1270 kgm−3, a P-wave velocity of 340 ms−1, and S-327

wave velocity of 200 ms−1. The effective sound speed is derived from the Mars Climate328

Database (see Figure 2).329

Full details of the method are described in the Supplement (Text S1), however this value is330

found to be 4 × 10−6 ms−1Pa−1. It is thus possible to proceed to predicting amplitudes at InSight.331

We obtain a value for the air-to-ground coupling factor of 4 × 10−6 ms−1Pa−1,332

which is of the same order of magnitude as on Earth. This value is also similar to333

values obtained by Garcia et al. (2017); Martire et al. (2020).334

The atmospheric overpressure at ground level is modelled as described in Sec.335

2.1.1, and multiplied by the derived air-to-ground coupling factor to calculate the336

energy transmitted into the solid ground.337

After the wave has coupled into the ground, its amplitude decay upon propagat-338

ing through a 1D seismic Mars model is calculated using Instaseis (van Driel et al., 2015).339
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Figure 2. [Added figure.]The atmospheric model used in simulations of acoustic wave propa-

gation, plotted at the Perseverance landing site and representative of the atmosphere state along

the great circle path toward InSight. The left panel shows the effective sound speed as a function

of altitude to highlight that these effects are highly directional; whilst the right panel shows the

horizontal wind strength. In the absence of wind the sound speed in the atmosphere monotonically

decreases between the surface and ∼ 50 km. This is not favourable for the long-range propagation

of acoustic waves, but the eastward (zonal) wind modifies this to yield an ‘effective’ sound speed.

This creates a tenuous tropospheric waveguide at the bottom of the atmosphere in the direction

toward InSight (which is on an azimuth 104◦ from North from the landing site). The height of this

waveguide is marked with a red dashed arrow. All parameters are derived from the Mars Climate

Database (Millour et al., 2015).
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Figure ?? shows the increase in the ratio of amplitude at the landing site to amplitude at340

InSight, with increasing distance. An empirically derived r−1.6 law is also plotted for comparison.341

2.2.1 Body Waves342

We focus on The seismoacoustically coupled direct-arrival body waves (observed on Earth from343

EDL impacts by Edwards et al. (2007)), which travel through the deeper parts of the crust and mantle,344

where less scattering attenuation is expected than in the shallow crust.345

We focus on the prediction of P-wave amplitudes from seismoacoustic coupling,346

as these are expected to be the strongest of the direct-arrival body waves generated347

by atmospheric overpressure at the surface348

Multiplying the value obtained for the overpressure at ground level by the air-to-349

ground coupling factor (section 2.2) gives an upper bound onfor the velocity amplitude350

of the P-wave at the landing site.351

The decay of this amplitude with distance to InSight’s position can then be cal-352

culated using either waveform modeling or scaling laws (these are discussed below). The353

S-wave amplitude from the coupled seismoacoustic signal is expected to be much smaller,354

as the vertical incidence of the atmospheric acoustic wave produces much stronger pres-355

sure perturbations than shear perturbations in the solid ground.356

The resulting body waves propagating in the solid ground wouldcould, if large enough357

in amplitude, be detected by SEIS InSight’s SEIS (Seismic Experiment for Interior Structure)358

instrument (Lognonné et al., 2019).359

2.2.2 Surface waves360

Modeling of the excitation of atmospherically induced surface waves is discussed361

in detail by Lognonné et al. (2016) and Karakostas et al. (2018). However, the combi-362

nation of a small transmission coefficient and strong seismic scattering in the portions363

of the crust where the surface waves propagate (Banerdt et al., 2020) means that the sur-364

face wave signal is extremely unlikely to be detected at InSight and we do not consider365

itthem further in this paper. If this procedure is applied to other planetary seismol-366

ogy settings where surface waves are expected, they should be considered as well as367

they may be greater in amplitude than the P-wave. Extending the use of Instaseis to368

achieve this is simple.369

2.3 Elastodynamic seismic signal370

The impact of the CMBDs at the Perseverance landing site will excite both sur-371

face and body waves. As was the case for the coupled seismocacoustic signal discussed372

in Sec 2.2, the surface wave phases are expected to be scattered away before they reach373

InSight. We therefore focus on the signals which we expect to have the largest ampli-374

tude, that is, the direct-arrival P-wave. amplitudes at InSight of the seismic waves produced375

by the CMBD impacts at InSight, and hence to evaluate their potential detectability by SEIS.376

The dynamics calculations for the spacecraft’s re-entry prior to CMBD jettison, which confirm377

the CMBD impact parameters based on data from the Mars Science Laboratory in 2020, (Karlgaard378

et al., 2014) are also discussed in the Supplement.379

The entry trajectories of Perseverance and its CMBDs are obtained through380

aerodynamic simulations whose inputs (i.e. the initial trajectory state, vehicle mass,381

aerodynamic coefficients) are considered identical to those used by the Mars Science382

Laboratory Curiosity (Karlgaard et al., 2014), on account of the nearly identical EDL383

apparatus. The aerodynamic coefficients and vehicle mass are assumed to be constant384
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along the trajectory. An ellipsoid gravity model is used, and atmospheric conditions385

are extracted from the Mars Climate Database (MCD) climatology scenario at the386

predicted landing location and time.387

Two approaches are taken to estimate the peak P-wave amplitudes at InSight388

produced by the CMBD impacts, and hence to evaluate their detectability by SEIS.389

The first (Sec 2.3.1) makes use of empirical amplitude scaling relationships to directly390

estimate the P-wave amplitude at InSight’s position. The second makes use of wave391

propagation modelling, with the choice of source magnitude informed either by scaling-392

based moment estimates (Sec 2.3.2 A) or by shock physics simulations of the CMBD393

impact (Sec 2.3.2 B). These approaches are complementary.394

2.3.1 Method 1: Empirical amplitude scaling relationships395

The first approach uses the empirical scaling relations of Teanby (2015) and Wójcicka396

et al. (2020) to estimate the peak P-wave amplitudes at InSight’s location. The ampli-397

tudes of the S-wave are significantly harder to estimate (and are not predictable from398

the published scaling relationships discussed below), but are likely to be of the same or-399

der of magnitude as the P-waves.400

The empirical scaling relationships are based on the measured P-wave amplitudes401

as a function of distance from artificial lunar (Latham, Ewing, et al., 1970) and terres-402

trial missile impact experiments (Latham, McDonald, & Moore, 1970), which follow a403

r−1.6 relationship (Teanby, 2015). The approaches differ in how these relationships are404

rescaled to the CMBD impacts on Mars based on impactor properties. Full details of the405

differences between these approaches are included in the Supplementary Information. The Teanby406

(2015) approach scales the empirically derived P-wave amplitude with the square root407

of the impactor’s kinetic energy; whilst the Wójcicka et al. (2020) approaches use a scal-408

ing based on impactor momentum, either total or vertical. The estimated impact energy,409

total momentum and vertical-component momentum of the CMBD impact are 6×108
410

J, 3 × 105 Ns, and 5.2 × 104 Ns, respectively.411

From these impact parameters the scaling approaches directly yield a predicted P-412

wave amplitude at InSight’s position.413

The application of lunar and terrestrial-derived scaling relationships to Mars is well-414

established (e.g. Daubar et al. (2020)). However, it should be noted that both these ap-415

proaches involve considerable extrapolation in distance to reach the 3452 km separation416

from InSight. Extrapolation is required because comparable (i.e., controlled-source, and417

with the same momentum and energy) impact events have not previously been seismi-418

cally recorded on the Moon or Earth (or indeed Mars) at distances greater than 1200 km.419

2.3.2 Method 2: Wave propagation modeling using estimated moments420

The second approach predicts the amplitudes of the elastodynamic waves recorded421

at InSight using wave propagation modeling. Because elastodynamic wave propagation422

is linear, the amplitude at InSight is directly proportional to the magnitude of the source,423

and calculations can be easily re-scaled for different estimates of source magnitude (which424

in these cases is a seismic moment) to yield a range of predicted amplitudes.425

The seismic moment is thus the primary determinant of peak P-wave amplitude.426

Several approaches have been proposed to estimate the seismic moment of an impact,427

with an uncertainty that spans two orders of magnitude (Daubar et al., 2018). Here we428

derive two independent estimates of the seismic moment: (A) using the seismic moment scal-429

ing relation of Teanby and Wookey (2011), and (B) using impact physics modeling codes to simulate430

the non-linear plastic behaviour and relevant shock physics at the CMBD impact site.431
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A) Scaling-based moment estimates Rearranging equations (5) and (6) of432

Teanby and Wookey (2011) provides an empirically-derived relationship between seis-433

mic moment (M) and impact kinetic energy (E), via M = (ksE/4.8×10−9)0.81, where434

ks is the seismic efficiency of the impact.435

While there remains considerable uncertainty in the most appropriate value for the seismic436

efficiency of small impacts on Mars (Teanby & Wookey, 2011; Daubar et al., 2018; Wójcicka et437

al., 2020), to derive a plausible upper bound on the seismic moment of the CMBD impact we438

adopt a value of ks = 5 × 10−4 (Teanby, 2015; Daubar et al., 2018), which yields a seismic moment439

M = 1.3 × 1011 Nm. This estimate has at least an order of magnitude uncertainty.440

B) Impact physics hydrocode simulations To estimate the seismic moment441

of the CMBD impact in an independent way we use the iSALE2D (Amsden et al., 1980;442

Collins et al., 2004; Wünnemann et al., 2006) and HOSS (Hybrid Optimization Soft-443

ware Suite; Munjiza, 2004; Lei, Rougier, Knight, & Munjiza, 2014; Knight et al., 2020)444

impact physics codes to simulate the impact and wave generation process on millisec-445

ond timescales.446

Realistic simulations of highly oblique impacts such as the 10◦ from horizontal447

impact of the CMBDs such as the M2020 CMBD impact are extremely challenging. Whilst448

HOSS is capable of such simulations (iSALE2D is not), these are executable only with449

lower spatial resolution and over a shorter duration than simulations with vertical im-450

pactors.451

Therefore, to provide the most robust prediction possible, we simulated both the452

CMBD collision with the surface as a vertical impact of the same momentum magnitude453

(3 × 105 Ns) using both iSALE2D and HOSS (at high resolutions and longer timescales),454

and as an oblique impact in HOSS (at a lower resolution and shorter timescales). These455

are labelled as scenario (a) and (b) below.456

The trade-off between resolution and duration versus realism means that we457

cannot claim that one of these cases is ‘better’ or ‘more accurate’ than the other. Of458

the two numerical model estimates, the vertical impact simulation is expected to provide459

an upper bound on the seismic moment as it maximises the coupling of the impactor’s460

energy with the ground.461

In oblique impacts such as this, the horizontal momentum contributes to the462

crater formation processes and the vertical component alone significantly under-esti-463

mates the scalar seismic moment. Because of this, our 2D hydrocode simulations (i.e.464

those which use a vertical impactor) use the total momentum (3 × 105 Ns) as initial465

impact momentum.466

The scalar seismic moment of the impact was calculated differently for the different simulation467

approaches. The scalar seismic moment calculated from the iSALE2D simulation results uses a com-468

bination of three methods that each provide a measure of either the scalar seismic moment or the469

diagonal components of the full seismic moment tensor (Wójcicka et al., 2020). The method used to470

determine the seismic moment from the HOSS simulation provides information about the full seismic471

moment tensor, including off-diagonal terms. Further details are provided in the Supplement.472

Material models [added paragraphs]473

In the iSALE2D simulation, the balance mass was modelled using the Tillotson474

equation of state (Tillotson, 1962) and the Johnson-Cook strength model (Johnson &475

Cook, 1983) with parameters appropriate for tungsten.476

To approximate the local geological conditions at Jezero Crater, the target was477

modelled as a porous basaltic regolith of bulk density ρ = 1589 kg/m−3 and sound478

speed cB = 857 m/s, using the Tillotson equation of state combined with the ε-α poros-479
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ity model (Wünnemann et al., 2006; Collins et al., 2011) and the Lundborg strength480

model (Lundborg, 1968). Full material model parameters are shown the supplement.avail-481

able in supplementary material Table S1 or in user-ready format from Wójcicka and482

Froment (2020).483

The HOSS model was configured to be as close to the iSALE2D initial conditions484

and material models as possible, enabling an accurate but independent method of ver-485

ifying the derived seismic moment.486

In HOSS, the CMBD was modelled using the same equation of state as detailed487

above for iSALE2D. The HOSS equation of state for the porous target material takes488

the form of a user-defined curve relating pressure and volumetric strain in a regime of489

elastic deformation at low stresses, followed by a regime of plasticity and pore-crushing490

at higher stresses. This model of martian regolith was recently validated based on labo-491

ratory hypervelocity impact experiments, conducted in a martian regolith proxy made492

of loose pumice sand (Richardson & Kedar, 2013; Froment et al., 2020). In this work,493

parameters for porosity and sound speed were modified so that the material behaviour494

replicated, as far as possible, that used in the iSALE2D ε-α model. A comparison between495

iSALE2D and HOSS respective parameters can be found in the supplement.496

iSALE2D Modeling [added paragraphs]497

The shape of the CMBD in iSALE2D is approximated as a tungsten sphere of ra-498

dius 9.6 cm and mass 75 kg. The mesh used in the simulations is cylindrically symmet-499

ric, approximately 30 m in radius. The impact-generated shockwave is tracked at high500

resolution until it decays to a purely linear elastodynamic wave. The target material is a501

porous basaltic regolith, approximating the local geological conditions at Jezero Crater. Its bulk den-502

sity is ρ = 1589 kg/m−3 and sound speed is cB = 857 m/s.503

To estimate the seismic moment in the vertical impact case with iSALE2D we fol-504

low the three approaches described by Wójcicka et al. (2020). The first approach is based505

on Müller (1973), which expresses seismic scalar moment, M1, in terms of a hemispher-506

ical surface surrounding the impact that is moved by an average residual displacement.507

The second approach is based on Walker (2003) and provides an estimate of the radial508

component of seismic moment, Mrr. The final approach was adapted from the Gud-509

kova-Lognonné model (Lognonné et al., 2009) and returns the vertical seismic moment,510

Mzz, calculated from total momentum transferred to the target during impact. The511

arithmetic mean of the three seismic moment values was taken to produce a single512

representative value of the scalar moment, M0, to be used in later calculations.513

HOSS modeling [added paragraph]514

HOSS uses the Lagrangian description, and is based on the Finite Discrete El-515

ement Method (Munjiza, 2004; Lei et al., 2014)). This hybrid representation merges516

continuum solutions for the calculation of stresses as a function of deformation with517

the Discrete Element Method for the resolution of fracture, fragmentation, and contact518

interaction. Impact simulations are conducted in 3D, and unlike iSALE2D need not519

be cylindrically symmetric.520

Two impact geometries are used to simulate a CMBD impact in HOSS:521

(a) The first scenario assumes a vertical incidence and a 4000 m/s impact ve-522

locity. The target geometry is a 30◦ cylindrical sector with a height of 27 m. The 3D523

mesh is composed of ∼533,000 elements with a minimum size of 1.2 cmThe minimum size of 3D524

elements is 1.2 cm.525

(b) The second scenario (the ‘oblique’ case) accounts for the 10◦ to thefrom hor-526

izontal impact angle by modeling the target as thea quarter of a sphere cut along the x-527
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z and x-y planes, with radius 12 m. This scenario is conducted at lower spatial and tem-528

poral resolutions than scenario (a), with minimum element size of 1.8 cm – note that529

this is 50% larger than in scenario (b).530

The total mesh comprises ∼714,000 elements with a minimum size of 1.8 cm, and is thus less531

precise than the vertical case.532

The approach used here to compute the seismic moment is different from that of533

iSALE2D and relies on the notion of Stress Glut developed by Backus and Mulcahy534

(Backus & Mulcahy, 1976a, 1976b). This method was applied to planetary impacts in535

the work of Lognonné et al. (1994) and Gudkova et al. (2015). We derive a second rank536

seismic moment tensor with six independent components. Here, the effect of material537

shear strength is accounted for and contributes additional diagonal and non-diagonal538

terms to the stress glut tensor. The expression of the stress glut, with opposite sign539

conventions to Lognonné et al. (1994), is the following:540

Πij(t) = Ψij(t) − Sij(t) + (ρvivj)(t), (1)

where Ψij is the the modelled elastic Hooke stress deriving from impact-gen-541

erated deformation, Sij is the true stress in the material, and ρvivj is the Reynolds542

momentum transport due to crater and ejecta formation. The expression of the time-543

varying moment tensor in the volume V of the impacted target is then (after Lognonné544

et al., 1994, eq. 16):545

Mij(t) =

∫
V

Πij(t) dV. (2)

From this tensor, a scalar seismic moment M0 = 1√
2

√∑
ij M

2
ij is derived.546

Wave propagation modeling Synthetic waveforms with an isotropic source547

are generated using Instaseis (van Driel et al., 2015) to retrieve pre-computed Green’s548

function databases prepared for the InSight mission (Ceylan et al., 2017). These are ac-549

curate up to a frequency of 1 Hz, and . These are then rescaled using the scalar seismic550

moments, derived for the CMBD impacts as detailed above.551

In this paper, we consider the structural model EH45TcoldCrust1 with attenua-552

tion (Rivoldini et al., 2011), which has been used in previous benchmark modeling of im-553

pact signals on Mars (Daubar et al., 2018). While modelled waveform amplitudes vary554

slightly between different structural models, the variations associated with different mod-555

els are far lower than the uncertainty of the estimated seismic moment of the impact.556

Given the uncertainties in modeling the focal mechanism for a hypersonic impact (see557

Daubar et al. (2018) for more details), the use of an isotropic (explosive) source is a stan-558

dard and justifiable assumption. If this methodology is applied to other contexts where559

a different source radiation pattern is desired, the extension to using a full second-rank560

moment tensor in Instaseis is simple.561

3 Results562

3.1 Acoustic signal563

Fig. 3 presents the trajectories of the spacecraft and CMBD and acoustic ray-tracing564

simulations. The acoustic energy release at any point in time is dependent on both the565

velocity of the entry vehicle and the atmospheric density (and hence, the spacecraft al-566

titude). The spacecraft reaches the point of maximum energy releasedissipates the most en-567

ergy into the atmosphere at the point of maximum aerodynamic deceleration, or ap-568

proximately 30 km above the surface and 90 seconds after atmospheric entry interface.569
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Figure 3. Panel a) shows the entry trajectories of the CMBDs and Mars 2020 entry vehi-

cle (solid and dashed curves, respectively) CMBD separation occurs far off to the top left of

the graphic (∼1450 km altitude and ∼3330 km downrange). The red dot marks the calculated

point of maximum of deceleration (where the emission of acoustic energy into the atmosphere

is highest), and the blue dot marks the estimated location of the Supersonic Parachute (SP)

opening, after which the spacecraft rapidly becomes subsonic. Panel b) illustrates the infra-

sound propagation paths on Mars at the time of landing, in red for a source at 30 km height at

the point of maximum deceleration, and in blue for an acoustic source at 11 km where the SP

deployment occurs.
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Acoustic energy emitted at altitudes above 10 km reflects off the surface back into570

the atmosphere at too steep an angle to be refracted into the waveguide and propa-571

gate toward the lander. Therefore, the acoustic signal produced around the time at which572

Mars 2020 is undergoing maximum deceleration will not likely be detectable by InSight573

due to the geometry of the waveguide layer.574

Below 10 km, acoustic energy from the decaying shock front may become trapped575

between the wind layers in the atmosphere and the surface, and hence propagate for long576

distances. However, the amount of acoustic energy emitted will decrease substantially577

as the entry vehicle’s parachute deploys and it passes into the subsonic regime, around578

140 s prior to landing and approximately 11 km above the surface. This signal will there-579

fore, with high confidence, not be detectable. A more speculative discussion on this580

topic which includes a comparison to the APSS noise floor is included such that this581

methodology can be easily extended to other contexts in Sec. 4.3.3.582

The impact of the CMBDs with the ground will generate an substantial acoustic sig-583

nal which will propagate up into the atmosphere. Due to the complexities of this signal’s584

generation and propagation, it is not currently possible to meaningfully estimate its am-585

plitude at InSight’s position. Again, for a more speculative discussion, see Sec 4.3.3.586

3.2 Seismoacoustic coupled signal587

Acoustic ray tracing predicts a sonic boom swath (a ‘carpet’ in which waves588

reach the surface directly, i.e. without bouncing off of it first) of width no more than589

100 km. We estimate a maximum surface overpressure in this region of 0.9 Pa with590

a fundamental frequency of 0.5 Hz, which is attributable to the portion of the sonic591

boom generated at 25 km height. At this position, the spacecraft is travelling fast592

enough to still generate a substantial shockwave (Mach 15).593

Using our calculated air-to-ground coupling factor of 4×10−6 ms−1Pa−1, the 0.9594

Pa overpressure translates into a ground deformation velocity of 3.6×10−6 ms−1 at the595

landing site.596

Modelling a seismic source of this magnitude using Instaseis suggests a maximum597

P-wave amplitude no larger than 2×10−11m/s at InSight’s location. The average noise598

spectrum is discussed below in Sec. 4.2, but in short this is substantially below the noise599

floor and hence will not be detectable.600

3.3 Elastodynamic seismic signal601

As per Sec. 2.3.2, the use of two independent methods (scaling laws and shock602

physics simulations) to estimate the amplitude of the elastodynamic seismic signal at603

InSight’s position yields a spread of values for the seismic deformation velocity below604

the lander. From a detectability perspective, the highest of these values corresponds605

to the ‘reasonable best case’ scenario, as discussed in Sec. 4).606

3.3.1 Method 1: Empirical scaling relationships607

Figure 4 presents estimates of the peak P-wave amplitude as a function of608

downrange distance for the CMBD impact, as compared to data from artificial lu-609

nar (Latham, Ewing, et al., 1970) and terrestrial missile impact experiments (Latham,610

McDonald, & Moore, 1970). These form the basis of our empirical scaling estimates.611

The vertical offset between each scaling line occurs because of the different ap-612

proaches used to scale the results of the experimental data to the Mars 2020 CMBD613

impact scenario (see Sec. 2.3.1 or Wójcicka et al. (2020) for more details):614
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Figure 4. [Added figure] P-wave peak amplitude versus range estimates for the CMBD impact

based on different scaling approaches discussed in Section 3.3.1. The solid blue line shows the

estimate based on scaling P-wave peak amplitude by the square-root of the impact energy as

described by Teanby (2015). The other lines show estimates based on scaling P-wave peak am-

plitude for the missile data (green lines) or lunar impact data (black lines), in each case with two

lines corresponding to scaling by the total impactor momentum (solid lines) or vertical impactor

momentum (dashed lines). The dotted black line is a fit to the lunar data, which as discussed

below is distant in parameter space from the CMBD impacts and hence is significantly sepa-

rated from the other scaling lines. The red vertical line marks the distance of InSight from the

estimated CMBD impact point.
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• The solid blue line shows scaling by the square root of impact energy.615

• The green lines are based on terrestrial missile data, scaled by total (solid) and616

vertical momentum (dashed).617

• The black lines are based on the lunar impact data scaled by total (solid) and ver-618

tical (dashed) momentum. The dotted black line is a fit to the data.619

The Mars 2020 CMBD impactor momentum and kinetic energy of 3 × 105 Ns620

and 6 × 108 J are of similar magnitude to the terrestrial missile impacts (Latham,621

McDonald, & Moore, 1970). Hence, the P-wave amplitude estimates based on extrap-622

olation of these data (green and blue lines in Fig. 4) are comparable to the missile623

data (i.e. the scaling lines pass through the region of the datapoints).624

The impact momentum, vertical impact momentum and kinetic energy of the625

lunar impacts (black lines), on the other hand, are approximately 120, 640 and 75626

times larger than their corresponding values for the CMBD impact, respectively. As627

such, a sizable extrapolation in energy or momentum must be performed, in order to628

use the lunar data to make predictions of the peak P-wave amplitudes for the CMBD629

impact being considered here.630

These differing approaches result in a large range in estimated P-wave peak am-631

plitude at InSight when the trend line based on the lunar experimental data (dotted632

line) is re-scaled to the CMBD impact by momentum, vertical momentum or the square633

root of the kinetic energy (blue and black lines).634

The lower and upper bounds on the P-wave amplitudes at InSight’s position from635

the different methods are:636

• 2.1 × 10−12 and 1.3 × 10−11 m/s from lunar-based impact momentum scaling637

• 2.1 × 10−11 and 1.3 × 10−10 m/s from terrestrial-based missile scaling638

• 5+10
−3.5×10−11 ms−1 from the Teanby (2015) scaling639

Note that in the first two cases the lower and upper bounds come from using the640

vertical and total momentum, respectively; whilst in the latter case the uncertainty is641

experimentally derived and hence differently presented.642

The resulting overall range of peak P-wave velocities at the distance of InSight643

using these three methods is is between 2.1 × 10−12 and 1.3 × 10−10 ms−1 These re-644

sults are plotted and compared to other derived values for the purposes of estimating645

detectability in Fig. 6.646

3.3.2 Method 2: Wave propagation modeling with an estimated seismic647

moment648

A) Scaling based moment estimate While there remains considerable un-649

certainty in the most appropriate value for the seismic efficiency of small impacts on650

Mars (Teanby & Wookey, 2011; Daubar et al., 2018; Wójcicka et al., 2020), to derive a651

plausible upper bound on the seismic moment of the CMBD impact we adopt a value652

of ks = 5 × 10−4 (Teanby, 2015; Daubar et al., 2018), which yields a seismic moment653

M = 1.3 × 1011 Nm. This estimate has at least an order of magnitude uncertainty.654

B) Impact physics hydrocode simulations In the case where the CMBD im-655

pact of one CMBD is approximated as a vertical impact scenario (a) from Sec. 2.3.2),656

iSALE2D predicts a scalar seismic moment of 5.85 ± 1.5 × 108 Nm whilst HOSS pre-657

dicts a moment of 1.79 × 109 2.97 × 109 Nm. The factor-of-threefive discrepancy between658

these two values is likely due to differences in the way that the ejecta from the CMBD659

crater is modelled and in how the surface material is parameterised. As described in the660
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supplementary materialsection 2.3.2, each moment estimate wasmust be computed using661

a different mathematical approach due to the simulation methods used, which will also662

introduce discrepancyies.663

In the case of a highly oblique CMBD impact (scenario (b) from Sec. 2.3.2), the664

HOSS simulation results yield a scalar seismic moment of 0.76 × 109 Nm0.92 × 109 Nm,665

which is within the range of estimates of the scalar moment of the vertical impact ap-666

proximation. We note, however, that iIn this case, the scalar seismic moment is dominated667

by onepresents a significant off-diagonal component of the moment tensor (shear in the668

vertical and along-trajectory directions), whereas the diagonal terms of the moment ten-669

sor dominate in the vertical impact case (Table 1). This suggests that the use of an isotropic670

moment tensor source approximation in our wave propagation modeling to represent a671

highly oblique impact source may introduce an additional uncertainty in P-wave ampli-672

tude that should be explored in further work but is beyond the scope of this paper.673

The combinedarithmetic mean of the estimates of scalar seismic moment suggests674

a moment of ∼ 1.5 × 109 Nm. While this estimate is more than two orders of magni-675

tude less than the estimate of 1.3×1011 Nm based on the impact energy-moment scal-676

ing relationship of Teanby and Wookey (2011) (using an assumed ks of 5×10−4 , as de-677

scribed in Section 2.3.2 A), it is consistent with other estimates of seismic moment (in678

both value and difference from other estimates) for impacts of similar momentum in ter-679

restrial, lunar, and martian contexts (Gudkova et al., 2015; Daubar et al., 2018; Wójcicka680

et al., 2020). Possible reasons for this disparity are discussed in Sec. 4.2.681

We therefore consider a predicted range for the seismic moment of 1.0 × 109 − 1.3 × 1011 Nm1.5 × 109-682

1.3 × 1011 Nm, which we are confident bounds the ‘true’ seismic moment. This can then683

be used to scale , for scaling the results of our wave propagation modeling.684

Using these limits on the source moment to linearly re-scale seismogram velocity685

amplitudes, as discussed in Sec 2.3.2, yields amplitudes in the range 2.0×10−14 ms−1
686

(corresponding to the lower bound of 1.5×109 Nm) and 2.0×10−12 ms−1 (correspond-687

ing to the upper bound predicted moment of 1.3 ×1011 Nm).688

These upper and lower values (vu and vl respectively) bound a predicted range of689

amplitudesground deformation velocities; note that these estimates are entirely indepen-690

dent of the scaling estimates presented in 3.3.1. Seismograms, showing these amplitudes691

as well as approximate arrival times, are shown in the supplementary material, Fig. S2Fig.692

5.693

Possible reasons for the differences between the estimates produced by the direct694

scaling relationships and those produced using an intermediate wave propagation stepthe different695

methods are discussed below.696

4 Discussion697

4.1 Noise conditions698

The upper range of the amplitude predictions of the elastodynamic seismic wave699

generated by the CMBD impact with the ground exceeds the noise floor for InSight’s SEIS700

instruments at certain times of day. We now consider how likely this signal is to exceed701

a signal-to-noise ratio of 1.5 (a reasonable threshold for detection, based on InSight de-702

tections of tectonic events) at the predicted time of Perseverance’s landing.703

Given the highly repeatable meteorological patterns on Mars in the absence of a704

global dust storm, we estimate the likely noise levels at the time of Perseverance’s land-705

ing (the local evening of February 18, 2021) using data averaged across twenty evenings706

from the same period the previous martian year (687±10 Earth days previously, UTC707

Earth dates 2019/04/01 to 2019/04/20).708
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Moment Component (HOSS results) Case (a), vertical Case (b), oblique

Mxx [Nm] (2.96 ± 0.60) ×109 (3.22 ± 1.84) ×108

Myy [Nm] (2.96 ± 0.60) ×109 (6.54 ± 0.12) ×108

Mzz [Nm] (0.27 ± 1.20) × 109 (6.30 ± 1.91) ×108

Mxy [Nm] 0 0
Myz [Nm] 0 0
Mxz [Nm] 0 (−6.21 ± 0.1) × 108

Scalar Moment M0 [Nm] (2.97 ± 0.30) × 109 (9.22 ± 0.30) × 108

Moment Component (iSALE2D results) Value
Radial seismic moment, Mrr [Nm] 4.2×108

Vertical seismic moment, Mzz [Nm] 3.9×108

Buried explosion moment, M1 [Nm] 9.6×108

Scalar Moment M0 [Nm] (5.85 ± 1.5) × 108

Teanby and Wookey (2011) M0 [Nm] 1.3 × 1011

Table 1. [added table]Table showing the peak and final values of each component of the moment ten-

sorSeismic moment of the CMBD impact obtained from the different hydrocode simulations (top

two sections) and the (Teanby & Wookey, 2011) method (bottom section). The top part of the table

shows each moment tensor’s components and the scalar seismic moment M0 associated with impact

scenarios (a) and (b) simulated with HOSS. The total scalar moment M0 and moment magnitude Mw

associated with each scenario are computed using these peak and final values. Results from iSALE2D

simulations of the 75-kg CMBD, calculated using three methods described abovein Section 2.3.2 B,

are shown in the bottommiddle part of the table.
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Figure 5. [added figure.] Vertical component Instaseis synthetics calculated for an isotropic

moment tensor representation of the CMBD impact. Panels (A) and (B) show close ups of the P-

and S-waves, respectively. The vertical scale shown in blue corresponds to velocities calculated

assuming a scalar moment M0 = 1.3 × 1011 Nm (the upper bound of moment estimates), and the

vertical scale shown in red corresponds to velocities calculated assuming a scalar moment M0 =

1.0 × 109 NmM0 = 1.5 × 109 Nm (the lower bound of moment estimates).
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Figure 6. Detection probabilities for seismic signals of certain velocity amplitudes between

0.2 and 0.9 Hz. The solid black curve indicates the noise distribution considering the average

signal amplitudes in only the early evening over 20 Sols during the same martian season in 2019,

whilst the dashed black curve is for the whole period of 20 Sols. The shaded gray area indicates

the regions in which signals are detectable. The blue and red bars mark the P-wave amplitude

estimates of the 75-kg CMBD impact, using the empirical scaling and wave propagation model-

ing estimates, respectively, described earlier in this paper. Vertical lines bounding the different

sectors correspond to the upper and lower bounds derived from these methods, for the blue and

red sectors respectively (as an example, vu and vl are the vertical edges of the red sector). For

comparison, the amplitudes of two previously detected tectonic marsquakes, S0183a and S0185a,

located at comparable distances, are plotted in green.

In 2019, these spring evenings (18:30-20:00 LMST at InSight) on Mars were char-709

acterised by very low noise levels in the early evening post-sunset within the main seis-710

mic band used by the lander (0.2–0.9 Hz). To account for the temporal variability in the711

noise levels within this time, we consider the ‘probability’ of detection as being the frac-712

tion of time within the expected arrival window during which a signal of a given ampli-713

tude would be at least 1.5 times greater than the noise floor. For reference, we also plot714

the noise levels for the whole martian day (Sol) in Fig. 6; demonstrating that the noise715

is on average significantly lower during the evening.716

4.2 CMBD impact: Detection probabilities717

The upper end of the peak amplitude estimates, derived from empirical impact scal-718

ing laws (Fig. 6), predicts an amplitude which exceeds the average early evening noise719

levels by a factor of 1.5 approximately 40% of the time. This implies that the elastody-720

namic signal propagating in the ground and induced by the CMBD impact may be de-721

tectable at InSight. However, the range of predicted peak ground velocities is substan-722

tial. This is not dissimilar to other amplitude predictions for martian impacts (Daubar723

et al., 2020). This wide range of predicted values is directly attributable to:724

• Significant uncertainty in the efficiency of seismic wave generation of oblique im-725

pacts, especially in the relationship between impactor momentum and released seis-726

mic moment or between impact energy and seismic energy. This is partially a con-727

sequence of no impacts having been seismically detected on Mars to date.728
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• A lack of prior examples of hypersonic impacts detected at distances greater than729

1200 km on any body, making calibrating scaling relationships challenging. Dif-730

ferent approaches to extrapolating these, coupled with differences in material prop-731

erties between terrestrial soils, lunar regolith and the martian surface, yield es-732

timates that differ by two orders of magnitude depending on the choices made.733

• The frequency bands used in estimating scaling relationships are not identical to734

those used in waveform modeling and predicted noise levels. This is an unavoid-735

able consequence of the frequency content of the available impact data, which are736

observed at ranges less than 1200 km, so have a somewhat higher frequency con-737

tent at the receiver location than we expect for the CMBD impacts. For exam-738

ple, the lunar impacts have dominant frequencies of ∼2 Hz, whereas we expect the739

optimal detection band with the lowest noise is 0.2–0.9 Hz and waveform mod-740

eling is performed up to 1 Hz due to computational limitations.741

As the range in estimated peak amplitudes stems from a fundamental lack of ob-742

served data in comparable contexts against which to check predictions and understand-743

ing of the relevant processes, the range of estimates described here cannot be constrained744

through further modeling; unless more observational data or more advanced mod-745

elling techniques become available. Rather, the uncertainties in our estimates reflect746

the general lack of knowledge of the excitation and propagation over large distances of747

impact-generated seismic waves.748

Hence, even a single instance of impact detection from a source of known spatial749

and temporal localisation would therefore be of enormous value. It would offer the po-750

tential to better understand impact processes (especially seismic efficiency), enable us751

to make headway in understanding the sub-surface geology at the landing site (through752

placing constraints on its seismic properties), as well as offering constraints on the at-753

tenuation and average propagation speed along the source-receiver path.754

This strengthens the case for listening closely with InSight’s instruments for the755

EDL sequence of Mars 2020. As the upper end of our certainly wide-ranging estimates756

suggests a reasonable probability of a signal being detected, a positive detection would757

go a long way tobe extremely useful in resolving the present uncertainty surrounding the758

propagation of the elastodynamic waves generated by impacts. The enormous advan-759

tage that this event holds in attempting to isolate its signal from the noise is that we know760

exactly the time and location at which it will be produced, and can reasonably estimate761

when these signals will reach InSight. A non-detection would similarly enable us to fur-762

ther constrain the seismic detectability of impacts on Mars (in effect adding a data-763

point on Fig. 4 at the level of the noise floor which represents an upper bound for764

the seismic signal amplitude), though admittedly by a smaller margin than a positive765

detection would.766

4.3 Extensions to this work767

Having already discussed some of the limitations encountered in modelling of768

the CMBD impact signal which future work may seek to address (e.g. high-resolution769

simulations of oblique impacts and a better characterisation of the equivalent moment770

tensor), we briefly detail improvements to the modelling which may be made.771

It is important to emphasise that we do not expect any of the effects not included772

in this paper to affect its conclusions, but these are discussed for completeness. They773

may well be more relevant to other applications of this methodology, for example if774

an EDL event occurs with receivers in close proximity to the source, or applications775

to other planetary bodies.776
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4.3.1 Atmospheric attenuation777

Both shock and linear acoustic waves experience an increased attenuation at778

height, impeding their long-range propagation. The ‘classical’ (terrestrial) acoustic at-779

tenuation due to viscosity, heat conduction, and diffusion is augmented on Mars by780

the strong molecular relaxation attenuation of CO2 molecules (Williams, 2001). This781

acts as a low-pass filter, limiting the range of infrasound frequencies which propagate782

in Mars’ atmosphere to between 0.05Hz and the order of ∼1 Hz (Martire et al., 2020).783

The lower bound is the atmospheric cut-off frequency related to the pressure scale784

height (2.4 km), whilst the upper bound is related to the high (at least 2 db/100 km)785

molecular relaxation from CO2. Further work is needed to more exactly constrain the786

attenuation dynamics in Mars’ atmosphere (Petculescu & Lueptow, 2007).787

-In this study we considered two potential classes of atmospheric signal: the788

long-distance propagation of acoustic waves in a waveguide (which we concluded do789

not reach InSight because of the geometry of the EDL and atmospheric structure), and790

the local-scale propagation of atmospheric-side portion of the coupled seismoacoustic791

signal in the region known as the sonic boom ‘carpet’.792

Because the latter is a local-scale effect, we neglected the effects of acoustic atten-793

uation in the atmosphere (and as the predicted amplitude of the seismoacoustic signal794

at InSight is already below the noise floor, including it would not change our conclu-795

sions). However, in other applications of this methodology, it may become important796

to consider the attenuation of the waves in the atmosphere between the spacecraft and797

the ground.798

4.3.2 Directionality799

Our acoustic calculations are first-order and do not account for the direction of800

travel of the spacecraft (the fact that it is travelling almost exactly toward InSight801

upon arrival). The directionality is likely to have two effects: firstly, the amount of802

energy directed toward the lander may be reduced (as the majority of the energy is803

radiated in a direction perpendicular to the vehicle’s trajectory). Secondly, a small804

Doppler shift in the acoustic signal may be apparent. This will increase the frequency805

of the signal, and it will be more rapidly attenuated as a result.806

Both of the consequences of the spacecraft’s direction of travel being toward In-807

Sight are therefore to reduce the amplitude of any acoustic signal. As the signal is808

already well below the noise floor at the lander’s location, neglecting these effects will809

not change the conclusions of this paper.810

4.3.3 Low altitude acoustic sources811

As discussed in Sec 3.2, there are two potential low-altitude (i.e. within the ten-812

uous tropospheric waveguide) acoustic sources which occur as a result of the EDL813

sequence: the CMBD impact with the ground, and acoustic signal produced by the814

spacecraft once it is sub-sonic. The travel time to InSight for any such signal would be815

approximately 4-5 hours, though as discussed no detection is expected and this section816

is included to illustrate a methodology only.817

Both of these will produce signals much weaker than the supersonic deceleration818

of the spacecraft, and in the case of the CMBD impacts quantitatively estimating819

the acoustic overpressure this will produce is challenging due to the multi-phase and820

non-linear nature of the problem.821

For purely illustrative purposes, we consider an exemplar source of 1 Pa and822

1 Hz frequency in the Mars 2020 landing region. This is a pressure perturbation ∆P
P of823
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approximately 0.15%. This is substantially larger than most acoustic sources on Mars824

(Martire et al., 2020) and stronger and lower frequency than we expect either signal825

to be.826

-Even neglecting attenuation, the amplitude of this perturbation after propa-827

gating to the distance of InSight is no larger than 3x10−4 Pa (using a r−1 scaling)828

or 5x10−6 Pa (using a r−1.5 scaling). For comparison, both values are far below the829

pressure noise floor of the APSS instrument (∼2x10−3 Pa in the 0.1 to 1 Hz range)830

(Banfield et al., 2019; Martire et al., 2020).831

4.3.4 Other relevant effects832

For completeness, we also briefly detail other (lower-order) effects which may be833

relevant in applications of this methodology to other contexts.834

The acoustic signal will be affected by surface topography and the temporal evo-835

lution of the atmosphere. If an acoustic signal were detected (which we do not expect836

to be the case here), more detailed consider of the non-linear infrasound propagation837

in the near-source region should be conducted if the signal is to be clearly associated838

with an EDL event. It is possible that other kinds of atmospheric waves (e.g. internal839

gravity waves) may also be excited by an EDL event, though again this is not relevant840

to the case discussed in this paper.841

Modelling of the elastodynamic signal in the solid ground may also include con-842

sideration of the source mechanism (as discussed in Sec 3.3.2), and of three-dimensional843

heterogeneous effects including scattering and local geology.844

845

5 Conclusions846

We identified three possible sourcestypes of seismoacoustic signals generated by the847

EDL sequence of the Perseverance landerrover: (1) the propagation of acoustic waves in848

the atmosphere formed by the decay of the Mach shock, (2) the seismoacoustic air-to-849

ground coupling of these waves inducing signals in the solid ground, and (3) the elasto-850

dynamic seismic waves propagating in the ground from the hypersonic impacts of the851

CMBDs.852

(1) In the first case (atmospheric propagation), the stratification and wind struc-853

ture in the atmosphere are such that the strongest signals produced will likely not be854

detectable at InSight, as they are reflected off the ground back up into the atmosphere.855

Signals produced in the lower 10 km of the atmosphere may be trapped and propagate856

for long distances, however the spacecraft will be subsonic by this point and will not be857

emitting substantial amounts of acoustic energy into the atmosphere. The Mach shock858

generated higher in the atmosphere will also have largely dissipated by the time it prop-859

agates down to this level. As such no detectable signal is expected. The effects of atten-860

uation and directionality were not included in this model, however as both will serve only861

to reduce the amplitude of any signal at InSight, they are not considered further in this pa-862

per.863

(2) In the second case (air-to-ground transmission), the coupling is expected to be864

very weak. Combined with the substantial distance to InSight, we predict a maximum865

ground velocity amplitude at SEIS’s position of 2×10−11 ms−1. This is well below the866

noise floor at all times of day and hence is not predicted to be detectable.867

(3) The generation of seismic waves by an impact comparable to the CMBD im-868

pact and the detectability of the seismic signal at large distance are not well understood.869
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Using a combination of scaling relationships and wave generation/wave propagation meth-870

ods, we estimate that the direct body wave arrivals from the impact may be detectable871

at InSight. In the realistic best-case (and assuming identical weather and noise spectra872

to the same period one martian year earlier), the requisite signal-to-noise ratio would873

be sufficient for a positive detection 40% of the time. It should be noted that our mod-874

elling was for only one of the two CMBD impacts. Based on data from the Mars Science875

Laboratory (Curiosity) landing in 2012, the two CMBDs will impact around 0.1 s and876

no more than 1 km apart. This separation is large enough that craters will not overlap877

spatially, and any interaction between the two signals will be in the linear propagation878

regime. As a result, the impact of two rather than one CMBD is unlikely to make a sub-879

stantial difference to the observed signal, at best increasing the amplitude at InSight by a factor of880

twowill increase the signal amplitude at InSight by no more than a factor of two, which881

is less than the uncertainty on the scaling estimates, as described above.882

Such a P-wave signal would present itself as a sharp peak in the ground velocity883

recorded by InSight’s SEIS instrument (Fig. 5) approximately 430 s after the impact of884

the CMBDs with the ground, just after 15:00 LMST (Perseverance time) or 20:30 LMST885

(InSight time). This is during the most seismically quiet part of the day at InSight886

(Banfield et al., 2020; Clinton et al., 2021). If detectable, the S-wave signal would be887

expected someapproximately 300 s later; and the travel-time difference would be of use888

in identifying the signal.889

This is likely to be the only impact event with known source parameters during the890

lifetime of the InSight mission. The Chinese Tianwen-1 is also expected to land on Mars891

in the spring of 2021 (Wan et al., 2020), but due to a lack of published information on892

the EDL sequence and hardware, and the time and precise location of its landing, mak-893

ing predictions about the detectability of this signal is not possible; though we eagerly894

seek clarifying information.895

As such, the case for listening for the Mars 2020 signal with InSight’s instruments896

(SEIS and APSS) at the highest possible sampling rates is clear. Whilst this is the897

first time that such an event detection has been attempted on another planet, InSight’s898

potential on this topic has already proved a source of inspiration in the popular media899

(Away, Season 1, Episode 8 , 2020).900

Beyond Mars 2020 and Tianwen-1, this methodology may be extended to future901

missions including ExoMars (scheduled launch 2022) or Starship.902
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